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**Product Information**

- Required Products: *None*

Need a garden full of flowers? No Problem. Want them in a row? Your just a couple of clicks away. Want them scattered around? Sure. What about that stack of boxes for the fork lift? Just make a
matrix.

You can do all these and more with Send In The Clones! A new prop duplicating script for DAZ Studio, versions DS2 and DS3. You'll be amazed at what you can do.

But remember the limitations of your computer. This script is so easy to use, it is easy to over limit your computer's ability.

**Product Notes**

**Installation Packages**

Below is a list of the installation package types provided by this product. The name of each package contains a **Package Qualifier (WIP)**, which is used as a key to indicate something about the contents of that package.

- 1 Core

[ ] = Optional, depending on target application(s)

Not all installation packages provide files that are displayed to the user within the interface of an application. The packages listed below, do. The application(s), and the location(s) within each application, are shown below.

**Send In The Clones (Core)**

- You can find new icons for loading this product in the following Poser Libraries:
  - Props: “LoRes Plants:Flowers”
  - Props: “LoRes Plants:Grass”
  - Props: “LoRes Plants:Trees”

- You can find new icons for loading this product in the following DAZ Studio Folders:
  - “Scripts:Utilities:SendInTheClones”

**Additional Details**

- A detailed user's guide is available here:
  - 10743_send-in-the-clones.pdf

Below is a list of files provided by the **Send In The Clones** product.

**Core**
Send In The Clones

**Content:**
- /ReadMe's/10743_send-in-the-clones.pdf
- /Runtime/Geometries/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Flowers/DSLR_flower_001.obj
- /Runtime/Geometries/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Grass/DSLR_grassbase_00002.obj
- /Runtime/Geometries/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Trees/DSLR_tree_0002.obj
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/LoRes Plants/Flowers/flower_g01_06.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/LoRes Plants/Flowers/flower_g01_06.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/LoRes Plants/Grass/grass_g02_03.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/LoRes Plants/Grass/grass_g02_03.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/LoRes Plants/Trees/tree_g02_0689.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/LoRes Plants/Trees/tree_g02_0689.pp2
- /Runtime/Textures/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Flowers/DSLR_flower_081818.jpg
- /Runtime/Textures/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Flowers/DSLR_flower_081818T.jpg
- /Runtime/Textures/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Grass/DSLR_grass_03.jpg
- /Runtime/Textures/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Grass/DSLR_grass_03T.jpg
- /Runtime/Textures/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Trees/DSLR_artifact1.jpg
- /Runtime/Textures/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Trees/DSLR_brown_1.jpg
- /Runtime/Textures/DraagonStorm/SITC_LoRes/Trees/DSLR_brown_1T.jpg
- /Scripts/Utilities/SendInTheClones/Send In The Clones.dsb
- /Scripts/Utilities/SendInTheClones/Send In The Clones.png

**Resolved Issues**

- None

**Known Issues**

- None

**Support**

Visit our site for technical support questions or concerns.

1) The contents of this package are in DAZ Studio Native and Poser Native formats
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